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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The article aims to expand upon traditional case based instruction through
role-play and to explore the eﬀectiveness of the approach in raising
students’ awareness of the social dimension of the engineering
profession. For this purpose, we added a contextual description to the
case study Cutting Roadside Trees driven by a macroethical outlook. Our
contribution draws on an exercise based on the contextualised case
study in which 80 students at Technological University Dublin
participated. The results gathered show that role-playing contributed to
complex student responses to the scenario and an awareness of the
social factors that are part of engineering practice and which can
constrain or enable decision-making. We suggest that exposing students
to the perspectives of the diﬀerent stakeholders that are involved in
engineering professional practice can contribute to their understanding
of the social context of engineering practice.
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1. Introduction
Case studies are the prevalent teaching method employed in engineering ethics education, but
despite their popularity, there is little or no empirical evidence supporting their eﬀectiveness compared to other teaching methods (Herkert 2000; Colby and Sullivan 2008; Barry and Ohland 2009;
Yadav and Barry 2009; Abaté 2011). The most common use of case studies is within a microethical
frame, focused on describing individual dilemmas set in scenarios of crisis that can be solved
through the application of ethical heuristics and by appealing to the precepts of professional
codes and ethical theories (Haws 2001). There is little concern with incorporating macroethical
aspects such as public policy and the broader social mission of engineering (Colby and Sullivan
2008; Bielefeldt et al. 2016).
Recently, the microethical use of case studies for teaching engineering ethics has attracted criticism pointing to its inadequacy in capturing the complexity of the profession (Lynch and Kline 2000;
Bucciarelli 2007; Conlon and Zandvoort 2011). This article aims to expand upon traditional case based
instruction through the integration of role-play elements, exploring the eﬀectiveness of the approach
in enhancing students’ awareness of the social dimension of the engineering profession. For this aim,
we added a contextual description to the case study Cutting Roadside Trees (Pritchard 1992), driven by
a macroethical outlook. Our contribution draws on an exercise based on the contextualised case
study in which 80 ﬁrst year students at Technological University Dublin1 participated. The data gathered shows that role-playing contributed to complex student responses to the scenario, revealing a
heightened awareness of the social factors that are part of engineering practice and which can
CONTACT Diana-Adela Martin
© 2019 SEFI
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constrain or enable an engineer’s agency. The role-play based on the contextualised case study
Cutting Roadside Trees led to (i) more diversity of solutions proposed, (ii) students’ awareness of
the value laden nature of engineering solutions, and (iii) an acknowledgment of the social dynamics
in engineering decision-making, involving a need for compromise but also an acknowledgment of
the power associated with diﬀerent roles.
We proceed by looking at the beginnings of case instruction, highlighting its main characteristics
and beneﬁts according to empirical research. We then focus on the use of case studies for engineering ethics instruction, presenting four deﬁciencies of current approaches. We claim that these
deﬁciencies are rooted in a microethical approach to engineering ethics education, which leads to
a dilution of some of the major features of case pedagogy. The next section puts forward a macroethical proposal for integrating role-play in the case study Cutting Roadside Trees in a manner that
aims to address the deﬁciencies of case pedagogy previously identiﬁed, followed by a discussion
in the ﬁnal section of the results of putting the exercise into practice.

2. Case study pedagogy: characteristics and beneﬁts
Case studies were ﬁrst used as a teaching method in law and business, their history tracing back to
the law professor and dean of Harvard Law School Christopher Langdell, who ﬁrst taught a case study
in 1870. The cases designed by Langdell were inspired by real sources and were meant to encourage
students’ independent thinking, thus moving away from the lecture and recitation format focused on
presenting information and then asking students to memorise it (Garvin 2003). Harvard Business
School adopted the method almost 100 years ago, in 1920, under the leadership of Wallace Brett
Donham, himself a law graduate (Herreid 1994). With Donham as dean, the school developed approximatively 18000 cases during a 27 year span, making famous the pedagogical method that is now
called the Harvard Case Method (Bridgman, Cummings, and McLaughlin 2016).
How case studies are conceptualised and taught varies between disciplines (Barton 2007). The dialogical format of case studies became the mark of legal education (Parker and Evans 2007). In management modules, decision-making is predominantly taught via case studies and not through theory
(Barton 2007). In the medical ﬁeld, case studies developed as problem based learning, with students
receiving patient records that require the application of scientiﬁc knowledge in order to formulate
diagnostic hypotheses or propose treatment protocols (Barrows and Tamblyn 1980; Williams
1992). Although the case study method is not the same as problem based learning, both approaches
are inductive in nature, drawing inferences from particular instances and empirical observations. The
inductive format proved suitable in addressing ill-structured problems like those typically arising in
law, business and medicine, such that case centred pedagogy grew to become a widespread teaching method in these ﬁelds (King and Kitchener 1994; Garvin 2003). Although engineering is a discipline traditionally associated with deductive teaching methods (Prince and Felder 2006), case studies
began to be developed in the 1960s at Stanford University, leading to the creation of the ﬁrst library
of case studies (Richards et al. 1995).
Besides their inductive format, other important characteristics of case studies are ill-structure, verisimilitude, extensiveness, context driven, ambiguity and complexity, multidimensional perspective
and interactivity.

2.1. Ill-structure
Case studies are considered to support the formulation of ill-structured problems. Kitchener (1983)
deﬁnes ill-structured problems as allowing conceptualisation of multiple – sometimes opposing – solutions, which means there is ‘no explicit means for determining appropriate action’ (Jonassen 1997,
69). In the absence of generalisable principles and a directive theory, contextual factors play a signiﬁcant role that can both shape and constrain action. The problems presented by case studies can
contain ‘uncertainty about which concepts, rules, and principles are necessary for the solution or
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how they are organized’ (Ibid.). Thus, case studies evade deductive approaches that rely on inferences
from general theories towards an anticipated solution which is logically sound.

2.2. Verisimilitude
Case studies are meant to closely reﬂect features of a profession. They are expected to contain authentic problems a practitioner might encounter, making the students aware of the complex nature of
the profession (Davis 1997; Raju and Sankar 1999; Davis and Yadav 2014).

2.3. Extensive scope
Aldridge (1994, 234) notes that a case study is ‘more general in its framework and purpose than a
normal engineering problem, including the interaction of engineering and non-engineering
topics’. As opposed to typical well-structured problem sets often employed in mathematics,
science or engineering pedagogy that rely on concrete and quantitative data, case studies are envisioned to include additional aspects that are part of professional practice. Besides technical information, case studies also convey qualitative or abstract information (Merseth 1990), giving rise to
a rich description of the situation they portray.

2.4. Context driven
Thus given their extended scope and realistic character, case studies have a signiﬁcant contextual
component (Williams 1992; Davis 2005). This can include information about the various stakeholders
involved in the design and decision process of an engineering project and their interaction, socio political and economic attributes of the environment in which the project is set, as well as the pressure
these give rise to, organisational details, socio-cultural expectations or policy agendas (Fuchs 1974;
Jonassen 1999). Context gains a crucial importance in setting the case study, given that it can restrain
individual agency or shape the decision-making process for achieving the desired resolution.
Diﬀerent contextual information can lead to diﬀerent strategies for tackling the scenario presented
by the case study, allowing even the possibility that no strategy is entirely satisfactory.

2.5. Ambiguity and complexity
Case studies can tolerate or cultivate ambiguity and complexity. This means there is no predetermined strategy or theory that can be applied to reach a desired solution, as well as no predetermined
ideal outcome. Case studies contain a wide range of contextual information, often ambiguous,
leading to a lack of clarity whether one or another speciﬁcation or constraint should weigh in
when deciding on the strategy to be pursued, or how each factor can aﬀect the outcome. Case
studies should incorporate ‘the complexities and ambiguities of real-world ethical problems in an
eﬀective and memorable way’ (Stephan 2001-2, 11), in order to enhance students’ understanding
of the decision-making process as it happens in a professional setting (Kim et al. 2006; Swanson
and Morrison 2010).

2.6. Multidimensional perspective
As such, case studies are envisioned to trade oﬀ certainty for nuances. The lack of a deﬁnite absolute
solution or a predetermined solution path means that a problem can be represented in various ways,
and the perspectives of multiple subjects inﬂuence the design and decision-making process. Jonassen (1997, 81) remarks that ‘ill-structured problems possess multiple solutions because there are multiple representations of the problem’, and it is the personal perspective on the constraints faced that
inﬂuences which resolution is favoured. Thus, case studies can make students aware of the diﬀerent
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viewpoints that come to shape the decision-making process in a professional setting and the need to
take into account the perspectives of diﬀerent participants or stakeholders (Kim et al. 2006). Unlike
textbook problems that assume a single objective viewpoint, in the formulation of case studies
various stances are voiced, such that when formulating a case study, ‘every attempt is made to
provide an unbiased multidimensional perspective’ (Merseth 1990, 54).

2.7. Interactivity
Case studies allow interactions. The inclusion of diﬀerent perspectives in the problem description
means that unlike textbook problems, case studies are dynamic. The solution emerges out of a
wide array of factors and subjective viewpoints that interact in the design and decision-making
process of an engineering project. The scenarios presented by case studies can thus be enacted
by participants to simulate such interactions (Lundeberg 2008).
The popularity of case instruction is supported by empirical evidence in favour of their beneﬁts.
Research focused on case instruction highlighted several beneﬁts. Case studies are considered to
contribute to enhancing students’ critical-thinking skills, the ability to synthesise complex analytical
questions and connect theoretical issues with real life practice, as well as analyzing an issue from multiple perspectives in medical studies (Thomas et al. 2001; Thistlethwaite et al. 2012), business (Pilz and
Zenner 2018), science (Bonney 2015) and engineering education (Yadav et al. 2007).

3. Case studies in engineering ethics education
In regards to the use of case studies in teaching engineering ethics, there is little or no empirical evidence proving its eﬀectiveness compared to other teaching methods (Barry and Ohland 2009; Yadav
and Barry 2009). There is also limited empirical research available that would identify ‘the mechanism
by which the case study method is able to achieve its alleged superiority as a pedagogical model’ in
the area of engineering ethics (Abaté 2011, 589), as well as on the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent types of
case content that could serve as guidance to engineering ethics instructors (Bagdasarov et al. 2013;
Thiel et al. 2013, 267). Nevertheless, case study pedagogy is the prevalent method employed in teaching ethics in engineering colleges in the U.S. (Herkert 2000; Colby and Sullivan 2008; Freyne and Hale
2009; Yadav and Barry 2009; Hess and Fore 2018). Hess and Fore (2018) also note that there is some
degree of confusion about the purposes of ethics education, but the goals they identify from their
empirical work, such as ethical sensitivity, awareness, judgement, imagination, courage, commitment
and helping students to reason or act ethically, have an overriding focus on the moral agency of
engineers and less on the context in which they may have to make ethical decisions.
Herkert (2005, 373) has argued that there are two major frames for teaching engineering ethics: a
microethical approach focused on ethical dilemmas faced by individual engineers, and a macroethical approach concerned with ‘the collective responsibilities of the profession and societal decisionmaking about technology’. The goal of microethics is reﬁning moral reasoning and developing
moral character. The macroethical approach treats engineers as members of social, political or organisational structures. Its aim is to help engineers focus on the broader ethical obligations of the profession, such as promoting sustainable development or tackling technological injustice, as well as to
enable engineers to participate in correcting those structures ‘that may need to be changed if engineering and technology are to contribute to human welfare’ (Conlon and Zandvoort 2011, 226). These
two frames can be seen as ideal types, reﬂecting diﬀerent goals and approaches to the teaching of
engineering ethics. They provide a useful analytical lens for understanding diﬀerent approaches to
the use of case studies. The main diﬀerences between the two educational models can thus be summarised as seen in Table 1.
A review of articles describing the application of case studies in engineering ethics education
reveals that the instruction method has been preponderantly used within a microethical outlook,
focused on describing individual dilemmas set in scenarios of crisis (Haws 2001). There is less
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Table 1. Models of engineering ethics education: Microethics vs Macroethics.
FRAME
Themes and
Topics
Teaching
Methods
Goals
Responsibility
Agency
Values

MICROETHICS
Professional codes
Ethical theories
Ethical heuristics
Ethical dilemmas that allow for
win-win answers
Reﬁne moral reasoning
Develop moral character
Individualistic
Assumption of full agency of the
engineer
External to the context of practice
Neutral stance

MACROETHICS
Social, cultural, economic and political dimension of engineering
Ill structured learning environments
Ambiguous and complex scenarios
Broaden focus of ethics to include broader context of individual decisions
and societal obligations of the profession
Collective and societal
Dependent on enabling or constraining contextual factors
Embedded in the context of practice
Commitment to a set of values

attention given to macroethical aspects such as public policy and the broader social mission of engineering (Colby and Sullivan 2008; Bielefeldt et al. 2016).
Several beneﬁts of microethical case instruction have been highlighted, such as reﬁning moral judgement, enhancing ethical will-power and familiarising students with professional standards of
conduct (Davis 1997; 1999). Nevertheless, while students do show ‘an ability to recognize obvious
black and white ethical dilemmas’, they fail to do so for ‘more subtle but possibly more serious dilemmas’ (Shuman et al. 2004, 11). In recent years, case instruction has attracted criticism pointing to its
weakness in capturing the dynamics and complexity of the profession (Lynch and Kline 2000; Bucciarelli 2007). Some of the method’s minuses that have been set forth point to its weakness on both ontological and epistemological grounds (Martin, Conlon, and Bowe 2018).
Ontology is a branch of metaphysics that explores questions about the nature of existing entities
and artefacts, their structure and relationship, as well as questions about emergence and persistence,
processes and events (Simons 2011; 2013). If we are to consider the ontology of engineering, the literature identiﬁes three ways in which the use of case studies in the teaching of engineering ethics
fails to capture the characteristics of engineering, related to the nature of (i) the artefacts produced,
(ii) engineering practice and (iii) the professional environment. Furthermore, there is also an epistemological deﬁcit of the microethical use of case studies, which rests on the assumption that (iv)
engineering knowledge is fully explicit and readily available by consulting codes and theory, thus
neglecting its strong tacit and practice based character.

3.1. Ontological deﬁcits of microethical case instruction
The microethical use of case studies in engineering ethics fails to capture the ontological characteristics of engineering on three counts:
A ﬁrst objection from an ontological perspective is that microethical approaches to case studies
seem to elude the nature of engineering artefacts. These are not mere products whose creation is
restricted to the application of scientiﬁc principles, but they also comprise a certain social
dynamic, power relationships or can have political eﬀects (Winner 1986; Bijker 1995; Feenberg
1999). Marzano (1993), the now retired chief design oﬃcer of Electrolux, stated that ‘design is a political act’, such that ‘every time we design a product we are making a statement about the direction
the world will move in’. This seems to be the case with the bridges of Long Island towards Jones
Beach designed by Moses, whose low height did not allow busses to pass under them. At the
time, public transport was the preponderant means of transportation of the poor black and immigrant population. Automobile owning white people of ‘upper’ and ‘comfortable middle’ classes, as
Moses called them, would be free to use the parkways for recreation and commuting, while
people of black and Puerto Rican origin, who typically used public transit, were kept oﬀ the roads
because the twelve-foot tall buses could not get through the overpasses (Caro 1974).
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As Winner (1986) has argued, the bridges of Long Island display one’s view about race or social
class, inasmuch as they display technological expertise. Bijker (1995) further elaborates on how technical artifacts are important in the constitution of power. The ﬂuorescent lamp, which now seems an
unproblematic everyday engineering artefact, is in fact the outcome of a complex economic power
play in which General Electric, the electric utilities, the U.S. government and consumers all played a
role, paving way to a major change of the manufacturing scene in the United States.
Engineering artefacts can incorporate dominant cultural stereotypes or the designer’s biases, thus
excluding the needs or characteristics of diﬀerent categories of users. One such example are early
voice-recognition technologies, which failed to recognise the voice of female users due to its
higher pitch (Bath 2009). When looking at how algorithms discriminate against people of colour,
Umoja Noble (2018) notices a systematic algorithmic culture of oppression. This bias goes beyond
search engines such as Google or Yelp, aﬀecting also electoral politics and ﬁnancial markets (Pasquale
2014; 2015).
In terms of coverage, popular scenarios employed by case studies focus on presenting disasters
such as the Challenger shuttle explosion, nuclear accidents, plane crash or building collapses, as
well as more mundane situations encountered by engineers, such as conﬂict of interest or receiving
gifts (Haws 2001, 226; Herkert 2005, 306–7; Freyne and Hale 2009, 8; Harris, Pritchard, and Rabins
2009, 12–3). There is a ‘tendency […] to have only bad news cases, cases in which some bad
outcome occurs because of poor choices’ (Huﬀ and Frey 2005, 401). This type of microethical ‘bad
news’ cases are formulated according to a binary scenario focused on disaster and prevention.
Thus, concerns about societal welfare are often reduced to ‘situations of extreme crisis (such as
being ordered to design an unsafe structure),’ narrowing a potentially broad concept to microethical
concerns about health and safety (Little, Barney, and Hink 2008, 216). Having their ultimate focus on
health and safety rendered through the use of disaster scenarios, microethical case studies neglect
the political or social beliefs that govern the creation of engineering artefacts and the manner in
which technology mediates human activity or shapes power structures. In the words of Little,
Barney, and Hink (2008, 325), micro-focused cases oﬀer ‘precious little in terms of how engineering
decisions may either liberate publics or reinforce power relations over them’.
Second, as Beder (1999, 15) points out, the practice of engineering is not solely an application of
technical skills, but ‘a social process involving interaction between the design team, the client and
others’. This claim is supported by Campbell, Roth, and Jornet’s (2019) study which reveals the
social and collaborative nature of decision-making in design. Bucciarelli (2008) talks about these
two dimensions in terms of the distinction between an object world, that engineering pertains to
through its technical dimension, and a social world, constituted through exchange and interaction
of diﬀerent subjectivities, marked by openness and ﬂexibility. If the ﬁrst is value neutral, rigid and
objective, the second is rich in values and value judgements. But too often it is the object world
that comes to the forefront when rendering the features of the engineering profession in educational
objectives and practices.
Microethical case studies present an individualistic perspective that asks an agent to make a
decision (Kline 2010) – postpone the Challenger launch, design weapons of mass destruction –
neglecting what Devon and Van de Poel (2004) call ‘the social arrangements for making decisions’.
This approach is ‘relatively unconcerned with ethical problems of multiagent situations, ignoring
the inﬂuence of social factors’ (Tai 2013, 582). Nevertheless, there are diﬀerent subjectivities involved
in engineering practice, each with their own values, backgrounds and goals, which come to shape the
solution chosen, the artefact created or even the meaning of the values in use. In this regards, Lynch
and Kline (2000, 198–9) note that ‘moral choices are made continuously within a stream of ongoing
practice, while a variety of diﬀerent agents with varied interests and experiences shape decisionmaking’. It is to this subjective process that comes to inﬂuence decision-making in engineering professional settings that Vaughan (1996) points in her analysis of the Challenger disaster. Here, Vaughan
(1996) shows how incremental change over time in what was considered an acceptable risk within
the organisational culture of NASA led to a ‘normalization of deviance’, which later contributed to
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the explosion of the Challenger shuttle. What happened was that the meaning and range of what was
deemed ‘safe’ was altered through the continual interaction of multiple subjects and based on a
history of previous successful launches that stretched the range of safety values. This paved way
for the decision to launch the Challenger at a lower temperature than that of previous tests and
launches, despite the fact that one component was susceptible to fail in cold conditions.
Third, microethical case instruction rests on the assumption that moral values are external to the
context of practice, rather than embedded within a social or political climate, institutional practice or
corporate culture. If we consider that making a moral choice in engineering means pursuing values
such as social responsibility, safety and sustainability, and these values exist independently from the
context of practice, then we are assuming that the individual engineer has full agency to pursue
them. In this case, the engineer is regarded as having agency regardless of the characteristics of
the structure s/he is part of. Winner (1990, 53–4) remarks that case studies used in engineering
ethics education ‘tend to focus upon relatively rare, narrowly bounded crises […] while the contexts
that underlie particular cases are never themselves called into question.’ The focus of cases studies on
disaster situations is seen by Verrax (2017, 77) to lead to a failure of engineering ethics education to
take into account power structures.
Cases describing moral dilemmas are seen to allow for a win-win outcome, which given the external nature of moral values, can be solved through appeal to professional codes or ethical theories
(Conlon 2015). In practice however, even if the engineer successfully identiﬁes a course of action,
s/he might still be unable to act upon her moral beliefs given the contextual constraints encountered
(Davis 1991; Johnston, Lee, and Mc Gregor 1996). Microethical case studies stop at the local analysis
of ethical dilemmas, but as Zandvoort, Van Hasselt, and Bonnet (2008) point out, many of the dilemmas faced by engineers cannot be
satisfactorily solved without amendments to the broader context, including the legal system, which determines,
among other things, how organizations operate, and including the procedures for collective (political) decision
making.

Moreover, the reliance of microethical case studies on professional codes as providing the right
solution when faced with an ethical dilemma often does not suﬃce to make agents understand
their moral responsibility or take a proactive stance in regards to ensuring that technological developments promote human welfare (van der Burg and van Gorp 2005; Little, Barney, and Hink 2008). In
fact, it might mislead individuals into believing that as long as they adhere to the prescriptions of
codes of ethics, they fulﬁl their duty towards society. Professional codes also fail to incorporate
issues related to distributive justice, although as Hansson (2017, 51) stresses, ‘technological resources
are among the assets that can be justly or unjustly distributed among people’. Fitzpatrick (2017, 921)
calls for engineering educators to make students aware that ‘moving towards an environmentally
sustainable paradigm is not just about technological solutions’ and ‘engage their students with
the economic and social levers that have potential for moving humanity away from its current unsustainable path’. In his practice, Fitzpatrick relies on a macroethical case study proposed by Anderson to
achieve this. Walling (2015) and Moore (2016, 200) also argue that case studies need to be more than
an ‘exercise in analytical reasoning’. This implies ‘confronting rather than ignoring the limited ethical
agency engineers possess while working in collaborative settings.’

3.2. Epistemological deﬁcits of microethical case instruction
In what follows, we turn our attention to epistemological concerns about what type of knowledge
engineers use in their day-to-day practice and how these are captured in microethical case
instruction.
Case studies presenting clear-cut individual dilemmas and situations of crisis that can impact the
health and safety of the population typically point for their resolution to professional codes or moral
theories (Little, Barney, and Hink 2008). Harris, Pritchard, and Rabins (2009, 99) call clear-cut ethical
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scenarios ‘paradigmatic cases.’ For example, paradigmatic microethical cases that present the perspective of an individual engineer faced with the situation of disclosing conﬁdential information
about the employer or accepting gifts and bribes ﬁnd guidance in professional codes or national
legislation (Ibid). In the case of disaster scenarios focused on preventive individual decisions, the resolution is found in rules that are usually stated in codes of ethics (Id., pp. 12-3).
Microethical cases presenting paradigmatic and disaster scenarios have important learning outcomes. They are also not inclusive of the entirety of microethical teaching approaches. The epistemologic weakness of an exclusive reliance on paradigmatic and disaster oriented microethical cases lies
in their underlying assumption that engineering knowledge is fully explicit and readily available by
considering existing theoretical provisions, regulations and guidelines for conduct (Shallcross 2013,
p. e14). This is divergent with the way in which engineers report to conduct their practice, highlighting the signiﬁcant role of tacit knowledge in the engineering profession (Gorman 2001; Gainsburg,
Rodriguez-Lluesma, and Bailey 2010). Tacit knowledge is deﬁned as ‘an uncodiﬁable accumulation
of skills that result from learning by doing,’ thus eluding articulation (Reed and DeFillippi 1990,
89). Tacit knowledge is context-speciﬁc and can be passed on through socialisation, demonstration
and imitation (Murphy, Stapleton, and Smith 2004). Conversely, explicit knowledge can be articulated, stored and explained.
Vincenti (1990) identiﬁes six types of knowledge an engineer uses in her work, one of them being
‘practical considerations’ represented by ‘information learnt mostly on the job and often possessed
unconsciously, rather than in codiﬁed form’. Gorman (2001) also points out that according to interviews conducted with engineers, much of their expertise was based on tacit knowledge. A study conducted by Gainsburg, Rodriguez-Lluesma, and Bailey (2010, 209) revealed that two-thirds of the
knowledge that structural engineers employ is practice generated, meaning it is ‘context speciﬁc’
and ‘constructed in the course of everyday activities’, with only a third representing ‘historically established knowledge, retrieved from design manuals, building codes […] and the bulk of what they
learned in university courses’.
This sort of tacit knowledge, argue (Vermaas et al. 2011, 64), ‘is often essential when it comes to
deciding what risks to take or uncertainties to accept instead of carrying out further tests or developing more accurate models’. According to Gorman (2001), the tacit character of engineering expertise had a signiﬁcant contribution to the Challenger disaster, as Boisjoly was unable to articulate his
tacit knowledge during a ﬁnal meeting where it was ‘particularly hard to discuss tacit knowledge
and experience-based intuitions’. Practical as well as ethical judgements rely on tacit knowledge.
This is due both to the rapid pace and pressure under which engineering work is carried, and to
the frequent lack of theories in tune with the continuous technological advancements in contemporary society that could recommend a line of action over the other (Vermaas et al. 2011). The
reality of engineering practice is often ahead of prescriptions immortalised in codes or regulations
that one can appeal to or consult, and in their absence, an engineer relies on her expertise gained
through years of practice.
For Walling (2015, 1648), one limitation of engineering ethics case instruction is the focus on
cognitive learning. According to her, the overreliance on case studies presenting disasters and
ethical dilemmas may ‘fail to foster students’ moral imagination and sensitivity’ (Id., p. 1646). Thus the
skills instilled by microethical instruction are analytical rather than social, when in fact ‘it is through
the social dimension of the world that engineers engage as professionals’ (Id., pp. 1647-8). Microethical case studies rendering scenarios which present disastrous outcomes or that take place in situations of crisis, based on concrete and certain data, end up resembling well-structured textbook
problems (Latcha and Jordan 1996; Shallcross 2013). The case instruction method as originally
designed diﬀers from deductive interventions that have a clear-cut answer and a predetermined
reasoning procedure leading up to it, yet a microethical approach allows case studies to be
framed in a deductive format. In microethical instruction, the ill-structured function of case study
pedagogy faces the risk of diluting into a well-structured approach to situations an engineering
student might face as a professional. Yet ‘instrumental, rational analysis never suﬃces in practice.
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Decision-making in engineering is a multi-factored aﬀair and not all factors can be quantiﬁed’, points
out Bucciarelli (2008), as ‘there is something more to doing engineering and dealing with ethical
issues than ﬁnding answers to well posed problems’. That something more is the context in which
engineering practice is embedded. Moriarty (2001, 32) emphasises the importance of this world of
context, noting that
engineers typically take context as an add-on, often as a feature we are forced to address. The social context of
engineering, for example, is often reduced to strategies for compliance with FCC or EPA regulations. Context is
marginalized and seldom given voice by contemporary engineering practice. But, context is world, and engineering is inherently and fundamentally an in-the-world enterprise.

The ontological and epistemic deﬁciencies of paradigmatic and disaster oriented microethical
cases identiﬁed overlap with a loss of important features of case pedagogy, purporting to their
verisimilitude, multidimensional perspective, rich context, interactivity, ambiguity, implicitness
and inductive character. A microethical approach to case studies can neglect their ill-structured
function and the characteristics of the method. This leads to the need for developing alternative
approaches to case instruction that would fully preserve the method’s traits. Case studies used in
the teaching of engineering ethics thus need to make students aware that: (i) the artefacts
created incorporate also social and political values, (ii) the decision and design process of creating an artefact is also a social process, (iii) even if identifying the moral thing to do is a necessary
ﬁrst step for being a socially responsible engineer, acting upon it depends on wider structural
factors, and (iv) engineering practice often includes ambiguous problems that do not lead to
an ideal solution.

4. Role-play in case study instruction
Given the deﬁciencies of the traditional use of case studies in engineering ethics education identiﬁed
in the previous section, we suggest that role-playing is one way to achieve the desired complexity of
the case method while also rendering its characteristics. This implies introducing and assigning roles
of various agents when presenting engineering students with case studies. (Lynch and Kline 2000,
199). There are several beneﬁts brought by integrating role-play in a case study, as noted by those
who employed this method of teaching engineering ethics.
Role-playing case studies widens the scope of the approach to a macroethical outlook that
encourages engineering students to act responsibly, by designing value driven artefacts and solutions (Gorman, Mehalik and Werhane 2000; 2001), changing the policy structure engineers are
part of as to enable agency (Doorn and Kroesen 2013) or navigating through constricting institutional
dynamics (Kroesen and Van der Zwaag 2010). Gorman, Mehalik and Werhane (2000) and Gorman
(2001) for example, developed at Virginia Tech several case studies based on the design of the
new environmentally friendly fabric Climatex Lifecycle to which diﬀerent active agents with
diﬀerent expertise contributed. At the core of the scenario was the goal of encouraging engineering
students to be ‘active moral agents who are capable of getting distance from our roles and behaving
diﬀerently,’ in a way that promotes sustainable engineering. The scenario highlights the importance
of ‘articulating the moral framework’ for a new compostable fabric design which can be turned to
mulch after its disposal, promoting the value of ‘waste equals food’ (Gorman 2001, p. 24). The
role-play component of the case study illustrates an active approach to designing environmental solutions, which would not have been possible without the initiative and cooperation of several agents
with diﬀerent expertise. Another macroethical use of case studies through role-play was put in practice by Doorn and Kroesen (2013). Their scenario focuses on an institutional framework that would
enhance engineers’ agency, such that students learn that ‘not only individual decisions may be
right or wrong, but that the very framework within which a decision is to be taken may be more
or less conducive to doing the right thing’ (Id., p. 1525). In the course of the exercise, students are
familiarised with the diﬀerent meanings and views employed in the scenario by the diﬀerent stakeholders involved. A focus on the repressing force of social and political structures is found in Wilson’s
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(2013) role-play of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. By assigning students to one of the three factions –
The Soviet State represented by the Ministry of Atomic Power Stations, the State Committee for
Safety in the Atomic Power Industry and the highest levels of the Soviet bureaucracy, the management of the nuclear plant and the engineering crew of the reactor – engineering students explore
ethical issues in a wider context ‘where personal well-being quite often ran up against professional
responsibility in a political system that could often be quite brutal and unforgiving’ (Wilson 2013,
636).
An additional beneﬁt of role-playing macroethical scenarios is that it encourages students to
take an active and sometimes creative stance for the design of an engineering artefact or the resolution of a situation (Gorman 2001; Doorn and Kroesen 2013). Role-playing also familiarises students with the diﬀerent subjectivities involved in the design and creation of an engineering
artefact or decision process, each bringing diﬀerent backgrounds, problem conceptualisation
and desired outcomes (Lloyd and van de Poel 2008; Loui 2009; Lewis, Van Hout, and HuangSaad 2010). Kang and Lundeberg (2010, 1134) note that a further advantage of realistic simulations
along with role-playing ‘situated in social networks’ is that they ‘provide the space for developing
identities in practice’. Costello (2017, 648) also supports the beneﬁcial aspects of simulated roleplay in helping students come to the realisation of what it means to ‘become an engineer’. Furthermore, Hamzeh et al. (2017) observe that realistic simulations that feature diﬀerent agents help students learn how decision-making aﬀects various stakeholders and how to deal with incomplete
information.
Thus, role-play can be used for developing macroethical case studies that shape the identity of
what it means to be a socially responsible engineer, within a scenario that takes into account the
complexity and the social dimension of the engineering profession.

5. Proposal for redesigning the case study ‘Cutting Roadside Trees’
For the purpose of introducing students to the social dimension of engineering, we redesigned the
case study ‘Cutting Roadside Trees’ as to include a contextual description of three polarising agents
and assigned one of these three roles to ﬁrst year engineering students. The aim of the redesigned
case study is to contribute to an enhanced student understanding of the social dimension of engineering, namely the collaborative nature of engineering decision-making and the way in which
diﬀerent subjectivities can aﬀect it. After presenting the theoretical underpinning of the intervention,
we move on to describe the exercise itself.

5.1. Theoretical underpinnings
The pedagogical exercise is informed by a macroethical outlook driven by the ideal of enabling
engineers to change the economic and social context in which they work as to promote the development of sustainable and safe solutions. A prerequisite for achieving this is to increase students’
awareness about the constraining or enabling factors present in the workplace, the inherent imbalance of power and institutional dynamics, as well as the way in which diﬀerent subjectivities interact
and shape the decision-making process in the workplace.
As such, by familiarising engineering students with the mutable social arrangements involved in
decision-making, a new conception of engineering ethics education is put forward that focuses on
the contrast between ideal and actual norms and structures that characterise group processes and
social institutions. A major gain of macroethical case studies is thus the switch from a portrayal of
‘relatively powerless individuals to the actual processes of decision-making in technology, thereby
making engineering ethics more relevant than it has been’ (Devon 1999, 88). Macroethical case
studies can help empower students to build their professional identity as socially responsible engineers and change actual engineering norms and structures for the better (Conlon and Zandvoort
2011).
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5.2. Description of the redesigned cutting roadside trees case study
At Technological University Dublin, we have put in practice for a ﬁrst year module of Engineering Professional Practice a contextualisation of the case study Cutting Road Side Trees. This module is part of
the General First Year programme which is taken by all students enrolled in a four year professional
engineering degree. As part of this module, students complete group based projects focused on the
issue of climate change for the full duration of the semester. There are approximately 140 students in
the programme each year who are split into ﬁve divisions of approximately 30 students. In turn and
for the purposes of this module these students are randomly placed in groups of ﬁve.
Pritchard’s case had been used for a number of years in this module as a mechanism for getting
students to interact with each other, become familiar with other members of their group and reﬂect
on perceived diﬃculties they might have in working together. When discussing the case one, a
member of the group is asked to be an observer and comment on the interaction in the group by
answering questions such as Did everyone participate? Did one person inﬂuence the solution
more than others? The observers’ comments most often suggested that everyone had a say and
that there were no issues related to power dynamics within the groups. This seemed to the instructors not to reﬂect reality. The observers’ comments were seen to arise from the reluctance of ﬁrst year
students to criticise each other by suggesting their colleagues were either too dominant or too
passive and unengaged. They needed some other way to reﬂect on the role of power within
group scenarios. This provided further motivation for redesigning the exercise.
Thus, to the scenario designed by Pritchard (1992), we added a contextual description for the
three main characters mentioned in the case study, which highlighted their professional experience
and status within the organisation and community, their values and feared outcome, followed by a
set of questions related to the scenario and how the group reached a decision. The contextualised
case study given to students can be seen in Box 1. The redesigned case study has been enacted
two times since 2017, and for the purpose of this article we will be referring to the data collected
in the academic year 2017–18. For the pilot role-playing exercise put in practice in the academic
year 2016–17 (Martin, Conlon, and Bowe 2018) we noticed some deﬁciencies in regards to how
the questions were formulated, such that for the second enactment of the exercise in 2017–18 we
wanted to reﬁne the questions as to delve deeper into the role played in the ﬁnal decision of a perceived diﬀerence in power between roles according to students, as well as students’ perception
about the process of dealing with divergent preferred solutions. We acknowledge the importance
of a continual reﬁnement of questions to be asked of students

Box 1. The contextualised Cutting Road Side Trees case study.
‘Kevin Clearing is the engineer for the Verdant County Road Commission (VCRC). VCRC has primary responsibility for
maintaining the safety of county roads. Verdant County’s population has increased by 30% in the past 10 years. This
has resulted in increased traﬃc ﬂow on many secondary roads in the area. Forest Drive, still a two lane road, has more
than doubled its traﬃc ﬂow during this period. It is now one of the main arteries leading into Verdant City, an
industrial and commercial center of more than 60,000 people.
For each of the past 7 years at least 10 persons have suﬀered a fatal automobile accident by crashing into trees closely
aligned along a 3 mile stretch of Forest Drive. Many other accidents have also occurred, causing serious injuries,
wrecked cars, and damaged trees. Some of the trees are quite close to the pavement. Last year two law suits have
been ﬁled against the road commission for not maintaining suﬃcient road safety along this 3 three mile stretch. Both
were dismissed because the drivers were going well in excess of the 45 mph speed limit.
Members of VCRC have been pressing Kevin Clearing to come up with a solution to the traﬃc problem on Forest Drive.
They are concerned about safety, as well as law suits that may someday go against VCRC. Clearing now has a plan – widen
the road. Unfortunately, this will require cutting down about 30 healthy, longstanding trees along the road.
Clearing’s plan is accepted by VCRC and announced to the public. Immediately a citizen environmental group forms and
registers a protest. Tom Richards, spokesperson for the group, complains, ‘These accidents are the fault of careless drivers.
Cutting down trees to protect drivers from their own carelessness symbolises the destruction of our natural environment
for the sake of human ‘progress.’ It’s time to turn things around. Sue the drivers if they don’t drive sensibly. Let’s preserve
the natural beauty and ecological integrity around us while we can.’
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Many letters on both sides of the issue appear in the Verdant Press, the issue is heatedly discussed on local TV, and Tom
Richards presents VCRC with a petition to save the trees signed by 150 local citizens.’ (Pritchard 1992)
Correspondingly, the three character descriptions added in our intervention are:
-The young engineer
You are Kevin Clearing, an engineer who graduated 6 years ago and is now working as an engineer at the Verdant County
Road Commission. You enjoy your work and hope to get in the next 6 months a promotion as engineering manager,
knowing that your professional trajectory within VCRC depends on the board and how satisﬁed they are by your
decisions. In your work you value practical solutions and you take pride in considering sustainability in your decisions.
-The top manager
You have worked for VCRC for more than 30 years. Back in the days Verdant was a small community with light traﬃc, which
saw one lethal car accident every few years. The current traﬃc brings new challenges for your line of work and you fear that
losing a lawsuit would have disastrous consequences for the public image of VCRC and for an already strained budget. You
value decisions that protect the image of VCRC and are cost eﬀective.
-The inﬂuential environmentalist
You are Tom Richards, and have been living in the Verdant County since you were born, 60 years ago. You appreciate its
natural scenery, and consider that the forest lining up besides each side of the road, home to so many wild species, is an
invaluable part of the city Verdant. The recent urban developments have already led to some of the county’s green areas
get torn down to make room for industrial buildings, and now you fear that the new deforestation plans of VCRC will
continue such a trend. The group you represent aims to protect the natural habitat that makes Verdant County unique.
You value nature and want your grandchildren to enjoy the same landscape and quality of air that you have
beneﬁtted from.

as a complement to the role-playing of the scenario, and see this very much as work in progress
requiring further reﬁnement. Doorn and Kroesen (2013) note that role-playing by itself is not
suﬃcient in raising student awareness about wider structural issues pertaining to the engineering
profession. Therefore they require opportunities and mechanisms for reﬂecting on the role-playing
activity.
The exercise was applied to 80 ﬁrst year students during workshops for the Engineering Professional Practice module, during the spring semester of the academic year 2017–18. The students
were in the workshops facilitated by two of the authors. In one set of workshops the exercise was
conducted in the traditional way, while in the other set the new contextualised case study was
used. The exercise was conducted as follows:

1. A control section consisting of 42 students, all of them consenting to participate in the research.
They were split into eleven groups of 3–5 students,2 and given the case study Cutting Roadside
Trees as designed by Pritchard (1992). As had been done in previous years, students from the control section were asked to assume the individualist perspective of the engineer in the scenario –
Kevin Clearing – and discuss how this character should proceed. In the pre-discussion phase, they
were asked to answer by themselves two questions: what is the main problem that Kevin has to
solve and what is the best solution for it. They then had to discuss the two questions with their
group and arrive at agreement on the answer to the two questions available in the Question
set for the control section in Box 2. Observers, as mentioned above, were asked to observe the
groups’ interactions and complete a short questionnaire.
2. The experimental section consists of another 42 students. Among these, 38 students consented to
take part in the research. The students from the experimental section were given the redesigned
scenario in Box 1, to which we added a contextual description for the three main characters of the
case study, highlighting their professional experience and status within the organisation and community, their values and feared outcome. The students were split into twelve groups of 3–4
students.3
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Box 2. Question sets accompanying the intervention.
QUESTION SET – CONTROL SECTION
After reading the scenario, discuss how Kevin Clearing should proceed at this point.
Think about the following question for 5 min by yourself:
What is the main problem that Kevin has to solve?
What is the best solution?
Discuss the two questions in your groups and arrive at an agreement on the answer to the two questions. Pick one member
of your group to report back.
QUESTION SET – EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
After reading the scenario, please answer individually the following questions:
Q1) What is the main problem faced by Verdant County?
Q2) What do you (Kevin Clearing/ VCRC/ Tom Richards, depending on the role) consider to be the best solution for this
problem?
Q3) Why do you (Kevin Clearing/ VCRC/ Tom Richards, depending on the role) think this is the best solution?
Q4) What do you (Kevin Clearing/ VCRC/ Tom Richards, depending on the role) think are the main barriers for achieving this
solution?
After answering these questions, discuss the scenario with your group by adopting the stance of the character you
represent and agree on a solution/line of action (20 min). Then answer the following questions (10 min):
Q5) What solution was reached following the discussion?
Q6) What criteria or values have been considered to reach this solution?
Q7) Was the solution agreed by all or did one person have more inﬂuence? Why do you think this happened?
Q8) Do you personally agree with the solution reached? Why/Why not?
Q9) Any comments on how your group approached the case?

Each student of the twelve groups was given a role, that of a young engineer, a top manager or an
inﬂuential environmentalist as described in Box 1, such that each group contained at least one
student for each role. There were 12 students who received the role of the young engineer, 13 students who received the role of the top manager and 17 students who received the inﬂuential environmentalist role. Among these, 10 students who received the role of the young engineer, 11 students
who received the role of the top manager and 17 students who received the inﬂuential environmentalist role gave their approval for their answers to the survey to be used in the present research study.
The description for the roles of the young engineer Kevin Clearing, the inﬂuential environmentalist
Tom Richards and the top manager of the public body VCRC is provided in Box 1.
In the pre-discussion phase, the exercise required students from the experimental section to read
the scenario and answer in writing by themselves, in light of the role they received, questions about
Q1) the main problem faced by Verdant County, Q2) What does their character consider to be the
best solution for this problem, Q3) Why their character thinks this is the best solution and Q4)
What does their character think are the main barriers for achieving this solution? Afterwards, they
were asked to discuss in their group and Q5) propose a solution to the dilemma informed by the contextual information provided and the discussion among themselves. Students were also required to
answer questions about Q6) What criteria or values have been considered to reach this joint solution,
Q7) Whether the solution was agreed by all or did one person have more inﬂuence and Why did they
think this happened, Q8) whether the student personally agreed with the solution reached and why
was that the case and ﬁnally Q9) the student could write her/his comments on how the group
approached the case.
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The answers were collected and represent the data on which this paper draws. The focus is on the
solutions oﬀered by the diﬀerent kinds of groups, ﬁnding that more diverse solutions were oﬀered by
the experimental section. The paper also examines whether the use of the role-play scenario contributed to an understanding of the social dynamics of engineering decision-making.

6. The intervention based on role-playing the redesign of the case study cutting
Roadside trees
The aim of our intervention is to familiarise students with the social dimension of engineering. The
research question driving our study is whether role-playing the case study Cutting Roadside Trees
based on an extended description of characters contributes to an awareness of the collaborative
nature of engineering decision-making and the way in which diﬀerent subjectivities can aﬀect it.
We proceed now by describing the methodology and methods used, in order to describe the
ﬁndings of our study.

6.1. Methodology and research methods
The methodology of action research stands at the basis of our study. The main characteristic of action
research is that theory and practice are intertwined, with the goal of changing ‘an immediate problematic situation’ referring to the current practice of the researcher (Avison et al. 1999). McNiﬀ, Lomax,
and Whitehead (2010, 5) note that ‘the action aspect of action research is about improving practice,
while the research aspect is about creating knowledge about practice’. Thus this methodology is particularly helpful in educational settings, where instructors can reﬂect on and improve their teaching
practice. Action research is an iterative and cyclic process, which starts from observations encountered in practice, proceeds with a plan aimed at correcting the deﬁciencies previously identiﬁed, followed up by its testing and a reﬂective analysis of how the ﬁndings of the intervention can pave the
way for implementing a change in practice (Tripp 2005). Our approach followed the same cyclical
format, starting from observations grounded in the application of the case study Cutting Roadside
Trees for several years and the reluctance of students to identify power dynamic within groups
leading to the joint resolution of the case study. One way to address this was by emphasising
each of the three diverging characters described in the scenario and asking students to role-play
them in their group.
The data presented here is based on the solutions oﬀered ﬁrstly by individuals and then by groups,
as requested in Box 2. The solutions were coded according to recurrent themes identiﬁed in them.
Given the greater diversity of solutions oﬀered by the experimental section, responses to the ‘reﬂective’ questions were analysed and again coded according to recurrent themes identiﬁed in them.
While a set of questions was given to the observers in the control section, this data is not presented
as in previous years it oﬀered little insight into the group dynamics, indicating that all decisions were
reached by consensus with everybody having an equal say.

6.2. Findings
The key ﬁndings reveal that in the contextualised scenario, students acknowledge the social dimension of the engineering profession. Experimental groups using the contextualised role-play scenario
(i) provided more diverse solutions, (ii) indicated an awareness of the value laden nature of engineering solutions, and (iii) an awareness of the social dynamics in engineering decision-making, involving
a need for compromise but also an acknowledgment of the power associated with diﬀerent roles.

6.2.1. More diverse solutions
One of the questions addressed to both the control and experimental sections asked students to
name their preferred solution, prior to discussing in groups and agreeing on a joint discussion.
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Table 2. Individual solutions to the Q: What do you consider to be the best solution for the problem? (number of mentions).
ANSWERS
RESPONDENTS
Control section (42
students)
Young engineer (10)
Top manager (11)
Inﬂuential
environmentalist (17)

Widen road
(cut trees)

Changing drivers’ behavior
(safety measures)

Public
transport

Structural

Compromise

Research

24

20

2

0

1

1

4
3
1

7
7
16

1
0
1

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
0

The answers were then coded into six categories: solutions that mentioned expanding the road or
cutting the trees were placed in one category. In another category we grouped answers mentioning
saving the trees by changing the drivers’ behaviour to diminish the number of accidents, through
diﬀerent methods such as imposing safety limits, introducing roadside barriers, additional road
signs, traﬃc cameras and speedbumps, an increased police force, increased sanctions for speeding
drivers such as higher ﬁnes or suing the drivers that are caught driving over the limit. A third category
of answers mentioned as a solution to the dilemma was the compromise between the parties,
without going into detail what that compromise amounts to in their opinion. A fourth category of
answers refers to the introduction of public transport. A ﬁfth category of answers mentions the
need for additional research to be carried out on how the city and its population are aﬀected
before proceeding to the ﬁnal solution. Finally, the sixth category identiﬁes structural issues, such
as stopping the rate of industrialisation of the region.
Table 2 shows the solutions to the scenario given in the pre-discussion stage, according to the six
categories identiﬁed. We can see that a greater variety of solutions emerged from the groups who
engaged in the role-playing scenario.
For the control section, when answering the question about the preferred solution, there were 48
solutions mentioned by the 42 respondents in this section, with 14% of the respondents giving multiple solutions. Over half of the respondents from the control section opted for a solution that is less
favourable for the environment, mentioning expanding the road at the expense of cutting the trees.
In the experimental section given the contextualised scenario, multiple solutions were mentioned by
12% of respondents who had an environmentalist role and by 20% of the respondents who had the
role of the young engineer. Among the respondents from the experimental section, a solution that
favoured expanding the road and cutting the trees was mentioned by 5% students who were given
the environmentalist role, by 40% of students assigned the young engineer role and 27% assigned
the top manager role. In all, only 21% proposed widening the road. However, as can be seen,
there were signiﬁcant diﬀerences between those adopting the diﬀerent roles.
We can see there is a marked diﬀerence in the solution proposed between the control section and
the environmentalist typology, with students assigned the roles of the young engineer and manager
which were more likely than those with an environmental role to cut the trees. Still, among the students who received the contextualised scenario, the solution of cutting the trees did not outnumber
solutions meant to enhance safety, as happened with the students from the control section.
According to Table 2, the role adopted by students seems to have informed the preferred
approach. The students who were assigned diﬀerent roles also chose multiple solutions in a
higher percentage. Students assigned an environmental role recorded the highest number of mentions (84%) for solutions targeted at enhancing safety through constructing speed barriers or implementing sanctions, which would thus avoid cutting trees. The diﬀerence in replies based on the
diﬀerent roles assigned seems to suggest that a contextualised scenario that assigns students
diﬀerent roles contributes to students’ understanding that the perspective they adopt embeds
certain values, which are in turn reﬂected in the solution they put forward.
Throughout the discussions we noticed a change in the solutions described by students assigned
the roles of the young engineer and top manager. For the experimental section, the ﬁnal solution was
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Table 3. Group solution for Q4: What solution was reached following the discussion? (number of mentions).
ANSWERS
RESPONDENTS

Changing drivers’ behavior (safety measures)

Cut the trees

12
6

1
6

Experimental section (12 groups)
Control section (11 groups)

reached after discussions in small groups comprised of the three diﬀerent typologies, while for the
control section the groups were comprised by respondents who were given the individualistic perspective of the young engineer. As such, as seen in Table 3, there was a signiﬁcant diminishing of the
number of proposals to cut the trees for the experimental sections that received the contextualised
scenario.
Of the 12 groups from the experimental section, 8% decided to cut the trees, while also mentioning a form of compromise (such as ‘cutting a lower number of trees than the one initially proposed’)
alongside measures for enhancing drivers’ safety. There were eleven groups in the control section
and 55% decided to cut the trees. Only 17% of the groups that opted for cutting the trees mentioned
also a form of compromise such as ‘replanting the trees elsewhere or cutting half the number of
trees’.

6.2.2. The need to compromise
The answers of the groups who role-played the contextualised scenario seems to show some
acknowledgment of the need to compromise and a greater consideration towards environmental
concerns. This strengthens the idea that when students are exposed to scenarios presenting
diﬀerent actors, each with their own typology, that need to interact to reach a solution, the
outcome reﬂects this diﬀerence. Students thus become more aware that engineering design and
decision-making is also a social process.
The need for compromise was identiﬁed as a criteria for the ﬁnal group decision in the answer
given by some of the students in the experimental section to Question 6 ‘What were the values
and criteria considered when deciding the solution to the scenario?’ As seen in Table 4, 10% of
the respondents in the experimental section mentioned ‘compromise’ as a criteria they considered
in their ﬁnal decision.
Compromise was also mentioned in the responses to Question 8 as to why they personally agreed
with the solution reached. 74% of the respondents from the experimental section detailed the reason
why they agreed with the group decision, with 18% of those that chose to answer this question alluding to compromise by responding they agreed with the group solution because it ‘seemed like the
best way to reach the goal with everyone’s concerns addressed,’ ‘beneﬁts all sides,’ ‘suited everyone,’
‘suits the need of all’ or ‘keeps both sides happy’. Over half of the respondents replied to Question 9
that asked for comments on how the group approached the case, putting an emphasis on compromise and agreement, as seen in Box 3. A ‘heated debate’ that culminated in compromise and agreement was mentioned in 20% of these comments, while 50% students opinionated that the ﬁnal
decision was the outcome of a discussion that explored all perspectives. The answers suggest that
the respondents took into consideration diﬀerent viewpoints when making the ﬁnal decision,
which shows that the exercise contributes to students’ understanding that diﬀerent subjectivities
inﬂuence the decision-making process.
Table 4. Values and criteria inﬂuencing the solution to the scenario.
ANSWERS
RESPONDENTS
Young engineer (10)
Top Manager (11)
Inﬂuential environmentalist (17)

Environment

Safety

Social

Financial

Public
Image

Compromise

Soundness of
argument

9
10
14

4
4
7

3
4
4

0
2
0

0
1
0

1
1
2

0
0
1
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Box 3. Answers to Q9) Any comments on how your group approached the case?
Students given the environmentalist role responded (note that some students chose not to respond to this question):
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

‘discussed the ideas from both perspectives. Argued counterpoints’
‘took everyone views into account and everyone was heard’
‘by sharing multiple ideas until we ﬁnd the perfect one’
‘by discussing’
‘we discussed all aspects’
‘heated debate followed by an agreement’
‘debate’
‘we all gave our opinions and reached the solution through discussion’

Students given the young engineer role responded (note that some students chose not to respond to this question):
.
.
.
.
.

‘we considered all aspects’
‘we worked very well as a team’
‘civilized’
‘majority agreed’
‘I liked how we expressed ideas and solutions as environmentalists ﬁrst then engineer, then manager so no inﬂuence to
less powerful parties (researcher’s note: this is in line with the advice given during one of the seminars that ‘most
powerful should speak last during meetings’)

Students given the top manager role responded (note that some students chose not to respond to this question):
. ‘heated debate followed by agreement’
. ‘everyone had good ideas and worked well together’
. ‘tried to keep all parties satisﬁed’
. ‘by looking at diﬀerent ideas’
. ‘we all had the same values in mind which made it easy to agree on’
. ‘I am happy with the approach and outcome’
. ‘there was great debate in the discussion, we had a compromise, at the end we agreed’

One way in which diﬀerent actors are seen to contribute and aﬀect an engineering solution is
suggested by the answer to the question about the values and criteria which contributed to the
ﬁnal decision that followed each discussion. Table 4 shows a wide spread of values, with numerous
mentions each, revealing that there was no single value or perspective imprinted on the solution. The
answers were again coded based on similarities, leading to six categories. We grouped answers mentioning the protection of the environment or the importance or saving the trees in the category
named ‘Environment’. The category headed ‘Safety’ mentioned the need to put human safety ﬁrst,
protect drivers and reduce accidents. Answers mentioning considering the values and the concerns
of the community were marked under the category ‘Social.’ Under the category ‘Financial – Public
Image’ we included answers about the strained local budget, saving money and avoiding lawsuits
that would aﬀect the public image. Answers mentioning coming to a compromise made up the category ‘Compromise’, while the answer mentioning that the main criteria for choosing a solution was
which argument seemed most logical was placed in the category ‘Soundness of argument.’
The students brought in a wide range of values in making their decision, taking into consideration
environmental, social and ﬁnancial reasons as well as the importance of public image and enhancing
safety. The solution that resulted from the discussion can be seen as the outcome of the diﬀerent values
brought in by diﬀerent actors. The students had to take into account diﬀerent perspectives in their
decision-making process that would lead to a joint solution. The results show that the role-playing scenario can convey to students awareness of the social values embedded in engineering artefacts and
decisions, by enabling them to reﬂect on a solution to the scenario based on the characteristics and
values of the role each received, with all of these values playing a role in the ﬁnal group decision.

6.2.3. Power
When asked what they consider to be the barrier to achieving the desired solution in the pre-discussion stage, according to the description of their character, each of the three typologies identiﬁed
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Table 5. Identiﬁed barriers for solving the scenario (mentions).
ANSWERS
RESPONDENTS
Young engineer (10)
Top manager (11)
Inﬂuential environmentalist (17)

Environmentalist

Management

Community

Financial

Structural

Lack of a perfect
solution

4
2
0

3
0
9

2
3
5

1
1
3

0
0
2

1
5
1

other actors involved in the process. As seen in Table 5, the most mentioned barrier by the young
engineer and the environmentalist typologies is one of the other parties or the local community,
with young engineers being the only role that named both other parties.
The young engineer’s identiﬁcation of both other parties as a barrier to their preferred individual
solution seems to point to what they perceive to be the delicate position occupied by engineers on a
low hierarchical level and the pressure faced of pleasing diﬀerent and opposing sides. Students
assigned top manager roles were more likely to identify as a barrier a decision-making factor such
as ‘the lack of a perfect solution’. We can also note that there is a lower concern with structural
factors, such as ‘management of traﬃc’ or ‘resources’ and more on how diﬀerent actors can aﬀect
the solution to the problem.
Students also showed some awareness of the existence of power dynamics in the workplace, as
shown by comments for Question 9 about how the group approached the scenario (see Box 3). The
power dynamics associated with the role assigned was mentioned as a factor that students took into
account when discussing, as a group, their understanding of the solution – one student commented
that the order in which they presented their preferred solution took into account the diﬀerent power
associated with diﬀerent roles, and as such in their group they ‘expressed ideas and solutions as
environmentalists ﬁrst, then engineer then manager so no inﬂuence to less powerful parties.’ This
might be a result of the instruction received during one of the seminars of the course dedicated
to team work, which highlighted the importance of letting the person with the most authority
speak last. An answer to Question 7 ‘Was the group solution agreed by all or did one person have
more inﬂuence’ also hints at the power associated with the management role in the ﬁnal decision
of the only group whose ﬁnal decision included cutting the trees, the student commenting that s/
he does not agree with the ﬁnal decision and one student in their group had more inﬂuence
‘because (n.m. s/he) is a manager.’
According to the data collected, the answers of the students who were presented a contextualised
scenario were diverse and complex, reﬂecting an awareness of how the interplay between agents
with diﬀerent goals and values inﬂuences decision-making in relation to the engineering process.
By receiving a description of diﬀerent actors involved in the design and decision-making process
of the engineering profession, students showed some awareness of the importance of other
actors and the need to engage with them in reaching a solution. This leads us to suggest that to
better convey the social dimension of the engineering profession, case studies can beneﬁt from
including more contextual information that details the characteristics of the actors presented in
the scenario and assigning students diﬀerent agent roles.

7. Limitations
The ﬁrst limitation of the study is related to the diﬀerent sets of questions that the respondents in the
control and experimental sections are required to answer. Given the way the exercise was constructed, juxtaposing the individual vs the socialised perspectives, the study cannot directly
compare the control and experimental sections on all questions. The present study examines
whether the use of the role-play scenario contributed to making the respondents aware of the
social dynamics of engineering decision-making, analyses their understanding of the social dimension of engineering and explores whether it is an eﬀective approach for expanding case studies
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beyond scenarios that are framed in individualistic terms. A diﬀerence is visible when the groups from
both sections are asked to name the joint solution reached by their group, with a signiﬁcant focus on
measures meant to avoid the cutting of trees reported by the groups from the experimental section.
The intervention is a work in progress and further reﬁnement of the exercise is planned to allow both
groups to reﬂect on the exercise in a similar way.
A second limitation is that the study did not collect demographic information about the respondents. The participants are also the students’ of the researchers. The study received ethical approval,
which required that the respondents be handed a consent form together with an information sheet.
These documents stated that no identifying information of the respondents should be included in
the answer sheet. This speciﬁcation is meant to assure students of the conﬁdential character of
their responses and that the content of their responses or decision not to participate in the research
will have no positive or negative impact on their grading for the module in which the intervention
described in the current study is a component. Answer sheets were not collected separately. The
answer sheets of each group were collected together in order to observe how each group
approached the case study, as well as the ﬁnal solution preferred by each group. Given that the
student cohort is made of a varied mix of local and international students, of diﬀerent racial backgrounds, as well as comprising both young and mature students, the identiﬁcation of the respondents (in their capacity as students) by the researchers (in their capacity as lecturers) would have
been unavoidable if demographic details had been included. We consider that the lack of demographic details does not have a negative impact on the main results of the study. The researchers
were less focused on how diﬀerent demographic categories of respondents address the scenario,
as on how the respondents approach the group decision-making process in a scenario that asks
them to adopt dissimilar positions and on how they understand the social aspect of engineering
decision-making.
A third limitation concerns the male-centric nature of the three characters that the students are
asked to role-play. In the description of the current study, the authors used the names from the original case study designed by Pritchard (1992). This aspect cannot be corrected at this point, but will be
taken into consideration for future applications of the exercise. We acknowledge it is important to
ensure that female engineering students feel represented in the pedagogical interventions they
are exposed. We encourage those interested in applying the role-playing scenario in their teaching
to make the necessary adjustments to the character’s description to ensure a gender neutral representation. One way to achieve this is by employing non-gender speciﬁc names or by avoiding
the inclusion of any names.

8. Conclusion
While this exercise is a work in progress and gathers data from a relatively small group of students at
the early stages of the engineering studies, we believe that it manages to convey some key aspects
related to the social dimension of the engineering profession, namely that engineering artefacts
contain social values and that the process of design and decision-making are social processes. Our
data based on the contextualised Cutting Roadside Trees exercise shows that role-playing has contributed to making students aware of the diﬀerent values that need to be considered in engineering solutions and the way in which diﬀerent agents come to aﬀect the decision process.
The study brings a contribution to the limited empirical research investigating how cases should
be taught in engineering ethics education (Yadav et al. 2007; Thiel et al. 2013; Davis and Yadav 2014).
Many of the ﬁndings of this study are similar to those in the pilot study (Martin, Conlon, and Bowe
2018) and suggest that the work presented provides a fruitful avenue for educating students
about the social context of engineering ethics issues, which should be developed further. Our
ﬁndings are also consistent with Loui’s (2000; 2009) claim that students get to consider multiple perspectives when they participate in role-playing exercises and try to reach a satisfying compromise,
thus gaining an awareness of the social dimension of engineering decision-making (Lloyd and van
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de Poel 2008). As Harkrider et al. (2012, 274) point out, the beneﬁt of taking into consideration multiple perspectives and the consequences of their decision on others is that it enables students to
make sense of complex and ill-deﬁned situations and improves decision-making.
In light of the data collected, we argue that the use of role-play in engineering ethics education is
an eﬀective way to broaden the scope of case studies beyond an individualist approach towards a
macro outlook, and by doing so to preserve the characteristics of the case method. Role-playing
case studies can thus be a way to increase students’ awareness of the complexity of the engineering
profession.

Notes
1. When this research was conducted, the institution was known as Dublin Institute of Technology. In January 2019 it
became an university and therefore its designation changed.
2. As in the case of the control section, students are split into groups of 5 for all group exercises and assignments throughout the module. Hence, for this roleplaying exercise, the groups were comprised of 3–5
students because some students were absent from the module on the day in question, such that no group
was in full formation.
3. As in the case of the control section, students are split into groups of 5 for all group exercises and assignments
throughout the module. Hence, for this roleplaying exercise, the groups were comprised of 3–4 students
because some students were absent from the module on the day in question, such that no group was in full
formation.
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